If medical attention is not required worker continues with normal duties and progress is monitored by supervisor.

If required, worker is examined by GP and obtains a Workers Compensation Medical Certificate.

GP provides opinion on capacity to work and treatment requirements.

If worker is deemed fit, worker returns to pre injury duties and progress is monitored. Worker continues with medical treatment if recommended with GP.

If worker is unable to complete normal duties, suitable duties are identified and agreed to by employee, GP, supervisor and Return to Work Coordinator.

Progress is monitored by Return to Work Coordinator, supervisor and GP. Suitable duties continue to be upgraded in consultation with GP until worker is fit for pre injury duties.

Worker returns to pre injury duties and progress is monitored by supervisor.

Worker completes a workers compensation claim & forwards it to the WHS Manager. Claim forwarded to the University’s insurer.

Claim accepted

Approved medical and related expenses are paid by insurer.

Claim denied

Expenses not paid. Decision can be referred to the Workers Compensation Commission.

NOTE: ALL MEDICAL AND RELATED EXPENSES REMAIN THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE WORKER.